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~ 4 billions years ago

        ‘OLD RINGS’
VS

100-10 millions years ago

‘YOUNG RINGS’

ARE THE 

RINGS 

YOUNG OR 

OLD? 



Uranus

Neptune

Jupiter

 WHO CARES (1/2) ? 

Centaur CHARIKLO



 WHO CARES (2/2) ? 

Massive rings are progenitors of icy moons



Implications for 

Enceladus habitability…



2004 -2017 NASA/ESA/ASI CASSINI-HUYGENS MISSION  

(Saturn orbiter + Titan lander)

 WE CARED SO MUCH THAT…

THE MISSION CASSINI-HUYGENS HAPPENED



Radio occultations: Rings are made 

of particles House-size to cm 



RINGS ARE MADE OF NEARLY PURE WATER ICE (0.1-2 % volume 

fraction of non-icy material) 

UV absorptionInfrared thermal mapping



Canup, 2010

The OLD RING/PURE ICE SCENARIO (2010)

Ingredients: 

- Large and 

differientated Icy moon 

- Inward migration 

(requires remaining 

sub-nebulae gas)

- Tidal ice ‘peeling’ 

within Roche Zone 

Ring of pure ice forms



BUT…., the Solar System is a very dusty place… 

dark silicates/carbon particles polluting and eroding the 

rings since their formation…

Can a ~4 billions years old ring still look so ‘ice clean’ 

and not have been ‘eroded away’ by now ?  



Enter CASSINI-CDA: measuring the current dust 

infall-ring erosion/polution rate
 

The in-fall rate of today is a 

lower boundary for the past 

(more collisions, more dust)



WE FOUND THAT: RINGS CANNOT BE OLD! 

Altobelli, Kempf et al. 2024 (Dust populations at Saturn,  

(in prep)

Kempf, Altobelli et al. 2023, Science Advances 

Mass Flux: 

Ring Exposure Age:

Kuiper belt dust dominates, strongly 

focused gravitationally at Saturn   



    END OF STORY ? 



Scenario of Young Rings formation problematic 

 - Recent two bodies collision required near Saturn’s 

Roche zone (moon-moon or moon-comet…): highly unlikely 

in a dynamically evolved Solar/Saturn System 

 - Low value of ring mass measured can be reached 

by massive primordial rings + billions of years of viscous 

spreading

 

Ring ‘cleaning’ mechanism may be at play  

 - Make Rings ‘look’ young by removing 

in-falling polution 

 - CASSINI-CDA showed ring emission of silicates >> 

ice during mission’s Grand Finale

 

0.4 x

1.5x10^19 kg=

NOPE! CONCLUSION…



BACKUP SLIDES



’Pale blue dot’

- First, get a selfie -  

(establish clear superiority vs dinos…evolution works…) 



TOTAL MASS OF THE RINGS: 

0.4 x

1.5x10^19 kg
=



Massive rings are potential pro-genitor of Icy Moons 

Charnoz et al. 2010



Humankind scrolls forward a few years…made of (mainly)

realizing that the Earth is not the center of the Universe…

inventing Excel …

one generation going through: proposal writing, project  

selection, cancelation, redefinition, de-scope,de-de-

scope, implementation, testing, launching, 7 years of 

interplanetary cruising…
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